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described, the afber-birth protruding from it sideways until in
due course it came or was pulled away. The vegetation was
distinctly more copious than any we had seen for many days
and was more abundant on the Hadh 4Ain Sala side of the
dividing line, into which we passed again soon after resuming
our march. Here we found fresh Andab and Alqa in some
profusion besides Hadh and Abal, and our camels nibbled at
them as they went though very gingerly it seemed, for they
were now so distraught with thirst that they could scarcely
eat anything except during the cool hours of the night. They
just dragged along as our men urged them forward over a
vast gently rolling light-brown plain extending into the far
distance on our left, while our view to the southward was cut
short by a range of lofty dunes, along whose north side our
course lay.
A lark piped to us out of the blazing sky, following
the sound to earth with a stone-Uke dive. And I thought as
we went that the Hadh in its fresh green garb of springtime
was by far the prettiest of all the desert plants of its kind.
Its colour is a charming greyish green and its sprouts are
studded with rings of inoffensive spines. What a difference a
little food makes to man ! 24 hours earlier I had felt very
faint and feeble with hunger, but now the world was all
smilingandcheerful, and for an hour or two of the march I was
chewing a tender grisly bone of the infant camel to keep fresh
the memory of that blessed meal.
Par away to the right at the northern extremity of Hadhat
al Qata lay a group of four or five dune-ranges to which they
gave the name of Bard Fazran, and the country over which
we marched was generally of the typical Sawahib type. At
2 p.m. I thought we had done a long enough bout of marching
to justify a short halt to tide over the worst of the afternoon.
'Ali objected strongly. Look you, he said, I don't know this
country at all well. By day I can find my way but, if we get
benighted, I am lost. I cannot get you to the water in the
dark. Nevertheless I insisted on a halt for I knew that he
was lying. There was no water left for coffee and his one
desire was to get to Naifa without delay for a dose of the
gentle stimulant. During the two hours of our halt I dozed

